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JANUARY	08,	2018	
 

	
 
As best as I can tell we had another push of birds last week as water froze most everything 
north of Houston, not the norm at this time of year as birds preferences are turning to love! Days 
become longer triggering bonding behavior in many duck species and coming south only means 
more energy exertion having to fly north again. I predict two factors can adversely impact our 
hunting from here on out. First strong southerly winds can and probably will sweep ducks and 
geese to the north, luckily there is only one day this week that winds shift around to the south. 
Second heavy rains will absolutely kill us, dispersing birds across the state. Lucky us again as no 
heavy rains are in the conceivable forecast. Not only will rains disperse the ducks to new food 
sources, they will also make many of our ponds too deep to feed in, especially the green-winged 
teal and shovelers, now our predominant ducks. Gadwalls still are in short supply, pintail numbers 
have risen again on many ponds and the streamlined bulls are now very susceptible to whistles as 
they look for mates, canvasbacks still present on the Lodge Pond, but very spooky and tolerate 
zero disturbance. Geese are everywhere driven out of the mid-west and Arkansas by the freezing 
temperatures. As they are now feeding on green grass there is a good likelihood they will stick 
around for a while, but give them a south wind and they will flash migrate as far north as the 
freeze line. 



JANUARY	15,	2018	
 

 
 
Heavy rains and south winds are still on hold in our area meaning the duck hunting should still 
remain strong for another week. Reports from SE Texas range from fair to good on duck hunting. 
Johnny’s Sport Shop out of Eagle Lake reports duck hunting is fair and some of their ducks have 
recently moved out with passing fronts as have others reporting shifts of ducks out of the 
prairies. For those inclined to get up at 3 AM and spend a couple hours setting out goose decoys 
the hunting for geese out of Eagle Lake has been very good and even a few greater Canada geese 
were shot recently. Matt Nelson with Mad Island WMA along the coast near OM reported great 
hunting over the weekend with a bird harvest of 3.6 birds, very good for a public area and 
indicating there are a lot of waterfowl along the coast. 
 
At Thunderbird last week the averages were; Wednesday 5.2 birds/gun/day, Saturday 5.7 
birds/gun/day, and Sunday 2.5 birds/gun/day. The last two Sunday’s almost all groups have 
hunted to the north with only 2 out of 10 groups shooting full limits on ducks. While the Northern 
Properties are doing surprisingly well for this late in the season on Wednesdays and Saturdays, 
the ponds are not holding up to two straight days of pressured hunting, the exception being the 
Widgeon Pond. Your Sunday hunting will be much better if you head to the Southern 
Properties on a Sunday or hunt a pond up north that scouted well on Friday, but was not 
hunted on Saturday, an example being Mallard Pond which was holding 500 teal on Friday. Yes it 
takes an extra 30-minutes to drive south to hunt one of those properties, but think about this, 
you have spent hours at home getting ready to hunt, 1-2 hours driving to Thunderbird, another 1-



2 hours fine tuning your “spread” for the next day, then add another hour in setting out our 
decoys/blind. In the total scheme of things does it not make sense to drive an extra 30-minutes 
for an opportunity at a better duck hunt?     
  
 
JANUARY	24,	2018	
 

 
 
I often get asked will the geese ever return to the glory days of yesteryear. Days where 20 
geese were ho-hum, 30 goose hunts were considered a good hunt, and eyebrows only rose when 
numbers exceeded 50 birds, which happened ever season. Today a good hunt is over 10 geese and 
anything over 20 geese will drop a jaw or two.  In talking with a guide last week, who chased geese 
for decades in our area until moving his operation to Arkansas, the birds really never left his new 
hunting grounds. Yes for a few days they vacated the area with frozen precipitation on the fields, 
but they instantly returned. Best guess is they found open water in big reservoirs and heated 
power plant waters. If anything was going to push geese back into our area it was last week’s big 
freeze, sadly it did not.  
 
But the ducks are still with us and through Monday and Tuesday ducks were once again building on 
our properties. I suspect these are birds riding south winds to the north getting ready for their 
migration. Shovelers and greenwings are now our predominant ducks, but still good numbers of 
bluewings, bluebills, and pintails. Cinnamon teal are being seen on every property and as of late a 
few are shot every weekend.   
 
 


